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Abstract: The article provides an assessment of tourism sector impact on regional innovation growth. The research focuses on the border regions of Western Russia experiencing the highest pressure on innovation security under the current situation of losing the established cross-border collaboration ties. The scope of the study covers Bryansk, Kaliningrad, Leningrad, Murmansk, Pskov, and Smolensk regions, Krasnodar Krai, the Republic of Karelia, the city of Saint-Petersburg as nucleus of metropolitan agglomeration. The regions are analysed for their tourism development dynamics, capturing tendencies of growth and strategic development priorities. Both interconnection and independence between tourism and innovation dynamics are identified, resulting in a typology. The best practices pointed out within the selected case studies are assessed as to be transmitted to other regions.
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INTRODUCTION

In many regions around the globe, tourism is one of the major economy sectors featuring high entrepreneurial activity (Klepers & Rozite, 2009). The high density of business entities, their active involvement in interfirm interactions and cooperation contribute to the process of collective learning, the establishment of a creative environment. The tourism sector is increasingly seen as an important element of economic and innovative development (Aarstad et al., 2015; García-Villaverde et al., 2017; Klepers & Rozite, 2009; Medina-Muñoz et al., 2013; Martínez-Pérez & Beauchesne, 2018). As noted by Weidenfeld et al. (2010), tourism plays a significant role in the context of innovative development by supporting knowledge transfer and innovation diffusion. This aspect has been widely discussed in a number of studies, mainly of a qualitative, descriptive nature in the field of hospitality (in Spain by Claver-Cortés et al., 2006; Qatar – Mehrz, 2019; the Balearic Islands – Jacob et al., 2003; Martínez-Ros & Orfila-Sintes, 2009; the USA – Siguaw et al., 2000; Taiwan – Yang, 2007; South Korea – Kim & Shim, 2018). Hallin and Marnburg (2008) provide an extensive review of early empirical research on these matters. Quantitative studies of the innovative development of tourism are quite rare (Hjalager, 2010; López-Fernández et al., 2011; Martínez-Pérez & Beauchesne, 2018).

In the last decade, studies have focused on a set of various internal and external factors influencing the innovative activities of tourism sector organisations, including the role of entrepreneurship, the demand for technology, the presence of territorial clusters (Hjalager, 2010) and their competitiveness (Estevão & Ferreira, 2012; Jin et al., 2012; Jackson & Murphy, 2006; Jackson, 2006; Hong, 2009), the importance of social capital (Inkpen & Tsang, 2005; Staber, 2007; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).

Tourism companies are traditionally characterized by high dynamism and show ramified intersectoral connectivity, often initiating clustering processes in the region (García-Villaverde et al., 2017; Gomezelj, 2016; Hjalager, 2010). Clustering as a manifestation of “geographically bounded concentration of interdependent businesses with active channels for business transactions, dialogue, and communications, and that collectively shares common opportunities and threats” (Rosenfeld, 1997, p. 4) and “resulting in efficient collaborative synergy” (Kim & Shim, 2018, p. 2417), plays an important role in providing sustainable competitive advantage. By contributing to “...a variety of flows, within firms, between firms, between producers and consumers, and between private sector and public sector organisations...” (Hudson, 2005, p. 76), the tourism sector makes a significant contribution to the formation of a territorial community through socialization, absorption and learning of implicit knowledge through observation and involvement. A number of scholars believe that tourism agglomerations are crucial for the development and diffusion of innovation (Camisón et al., 2017; Rodríguez et al., 2014; Weidenfeld & Hall, 2014). Just as industrial enterprises are interdependent with companies in the value chain, tourism clusters are highly dependent on the quality and effectiveness of the companies in their environment outside the framework of a specific market offering. At the same time, the most effective knowledge exchange is carried out with similar companies competing in a single market segment, but located in other regions and countries (Weidenfeld et al., 2010).

According to the OECD report (2006), it is the tourism industry that is most actively involved in the exchange of knowledge and the introduction of innovative solutions, being less protected from imitation and copying (Hall & Williams, 2008). Due to the possibility of quick replication of innovations, companies generally develop inexpensive products from scratch, but introduce improved innovations (Poon, 1993) in the process of continuous learning. The most common channels for learning and knowledge absorption in tourism are observations – “learning by observing” (Nonaka &
Takeuchi, 1995), as well as “staff mobility” and “intercompany exchange” through coordinated visits to destinations, tourism associations and exhibitions, to a lesser extent trade, technology, infrastructure and regulatory systems (Weidenfeld et al., 2010).

The efficiency of tourism clusters as drivers of innovative activity is due to the fact that they help reduce transaction costs of agents, facilitate access to specialized services, investments and other resources in a systematic manner (Funck, 2012). This is especially prominent because, unlike industrial production, tourism products are a collaboration of various enterprises, predominantly small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which experience the need for external capital, research and development, human resources and information more acute than large companies do (Iordache et al., 2010; Michael, 2003; Novelli et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2011).

Innovation development of regions is one of the key directions of regional policy in Russia. To maintain global competitiveness of production and world standards of live quality, Russia stimulates innovation activities and makes them to be the issue of high priority. The most attention is focused on mechanisms of federal and regional support to the innovative industries, such as machinery, high-tech, chemistry, biotechnology and pharmaceutics, etc. However, the potential of other sectors is underestimated, as they are not directly associated with innovation growth. This research is based on the hypothesis that tourism sector has the capacity to foster innovation growth at the regional level in the modern Russia, especially via the self-organizing mechanisms of clustering. The study is purposed to identify both direct and indirect effects of innovation growth caused by (or synchronized with) the development of tourism.

We address the question of whether the investments into tourism sector of regional economy can be the means to enforce regional innovation security, by analysing the factors and best practices of advanced regions. Another issue raised is the role of tourism in innovation security (innovation resilience). We focus on the border and coastal regions of western Russia as territories under the highest influence of the geo-economic turbulence in the ‘Russia-West’ system since 2014. The mechanisms of overcoming certain negative trends do work already in the general international trade interaction and in some cases – within productive cooperation of enterprises, but they do not efficiently work within the sphere of investments (which are vitally important to cover the risks of innovative activities), as well as within mutual science and R&D projects. That is why innovation security, being sensitive to external shocks and changes, is one of the most urgent issues within their general economic security. As most of western border regions of Russia used to be integrated into the European economic space and perform the innovation flows from the West, they try to fulfil the loss of previous partners and contacts by intra-regional integration of business initiatives, using the centres of science and education as the platforms for such interaction (Gorochnaya et al., 2019; Mikhaylova, 2018; 2019).

**RESEARCH BACKGROUND**

The current geo-economic situation and the need for import substitution since 2014 have been causing the waves of clustering (with the interval of approximately 2 years), spreading across the Western Russia from the leading centres – St. Petersburg, Rostov and Kaliningrad region, as they are the areas of early clustering in Russia. But the clustering in Kaliningrad region initially had the impetus from the European neighbourhood, so at the present time there is lack in ‘critical mass’ of enterprises and investments to form real clusters in the most of sectors. In other Western border regions the waves of clustering include more and more basic industries of regional specialization (starting with the most competitive ones), including tourism (Gorochnaya, 2019).
The average level of innovatization in the Western border regions reflected in the statistical data on the aggregate volume of innovative goods and services has remained lower than national average. Since 2014, despite the general Russian decline, the stable intensified growth dynamics in registered in this category of regions (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Dynamics of the share of innovation product in the total volume of goods and services (Source: based on Rosstat, 2018)](image)

This trend reflects the internal self-organizing impetus to substitute innovation production from abroad and to use the appeared niches in the internal market. On the one hand, in the most part of cases such growth is beginning in the hi-tech machinery, as it is more likely to be innovative-oriented, and the clustering involves enterprises, R&D and scientific-educational institutions that already have comparatively strong relations and the experience of common projects. However, on the other hand, in some regions the process of clustering began from the initial experience of tourism sector, and then spread to other industries (Gorochnaya, 2019). In such cases, tourism becomes the core of initial clustering that gives the indirect effect of further self-organizing enforcement of innovative production, for being the local competitive advantage and specialisation, and the integrator of the regional organizational capacity.

In addition, tourism services can become the direct consumer of local innovation product or even the generator of innovations. The practice of Russian regions includes the best practice of the Republic of Tatarstan. The modernization and development of tourism in the Republic during the last two decades actively involved application of new technologies (incl. improved infrastructure, enhanced museum and sightseeing experience with digital technologies) that ultimately gave the new impetus of economic and innovation growth. Similar development strategy can be applied to the Western border regions experiencing ‘structural holes’ due to distortion of networks. The potential of tourism sector to lead, integrate and form the additional demand for innovation industries is to be estimated in terms of regional clustering dynamics (Osipova et al., 2017) and the specifics of coastal areas (Druzhinin et al., 2017a; 2017b; Mikhaylov, 2019).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

As the first step of the study, we identified the target regions of tourism development among the entire Western border and coastal regions of Russia, accordingly to both present developed and high potential of touristic business and regional strategies, including the priorities of developing touristic sector. Based on an inventory of previously identified set of emerged and potential clusters in the Western border regions
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(Gorochnaya, 2019), we explored those cases, when clustering process in a region started (or is strategically planned to start) from the tourism sector.

Additional attention drawn to the regions, where, despite the absence of officially registered tourism clusters, tourism sector is significant and has a potential for clustering due to the competitive advantages and long-term development history. The direct and indirect interaction with other industries is included into account. The initial materials for such cluster and proto-cluster observation is taken from a wide range of official web-resources of public bodies (containing the strategic documents and directives on tourism cluster development), enterprises, officially institutionalized clusters and regional Centres of cluster development, informative periodicals and press on discussing the tourism clusters’ perspectives in the regions. Both formal and informal regional clustering of tourism organizations and enterprises of associated industries are viewed to be the marker of actual or potential growth of the sector via the mechanisms of self-organization. It helped to identify the number of particular regions, where the clustering in the sphere of tourism is significant or have the background to develop.

The second step of the study provided the complex statistic evaluation of tourism development of the chosen regions. The evaluation is carried out in static and dynamic extent. The static evaluation of tourism sector of the regions (the data by Rosstat on the 2018) includes two aspects: the service volume index and the organizational density index. The primary indicators are: the number of travel agencies, the number of travel packages sold, the number of outbound tourists, the number of collective accommodation facilities, the number of persons placed in collective accommodation facilities, the number of sanatoriums and resorts, the number of persons placed in health resort and wellness organizations.

All the primary indicators of tourism development are weighted on the number of population of a region (per 1000 of population). The number of travel agencies, the number of collective accommodation facilities and the number of organizations of sanatorium profile are weighted on the entire number of organizations within a region (per 1000 organizations). The general index of tourism development calculated as the average geometrical of all the weighted primary indicators (equation 1).

\[
I_G = \frac{1000}{M} \sqrt[1000]{i_1 \cdots i_N},
\]

\(I_G\) – general index: \(i_1, \ldots, i_N\) – primary indicators, \(N\) – number of indicators, \(M\) – number of regional population (for the service volume index) of the number of population (for the organizational density index).

The dynamic evaluation of both service and organizational environment is carried out by calculating the average geometrical growth rates per year for a number of periods: for 13 years (2005-17), 8 years (2010-17), 4 years (2014-17), 2 years (2016-17) to identify the periods of acceleration and also to compare the development before and after 2014 as the year of radical external changes.

For every region and for every period the general growth rate is calculated as the average geometrical of all the weighted primary indicators’ growth rates, multiplied on 100, final result to be measured in % (equation 2).

\[
R_G = \frac{1000}{M} \sqrt[1000]{\frac{i_{11}M_0}{i_{01}L} \cdots \frac{i_{N1}M_0}{i_{0N}L}},
\]

\(R_G\) – general growth rate; \(i_{01}, \ldots, i_{N1}\) – primary indicators growth rates; \(M_0\) – number of population; \(L\) – number of organizations within a region.
\( R_O \) – overall growth rate, \( i_O \) – primary indicator value in the beginning year, \( i_L \) – primary indicator value in the last year of the period, \( L \) – the duration of the period (measured in the number of years), \( M_O \) – the number of population (or the number of organizations) in the region in the first year of the period, \( M_L \) – the number of population (or the number of organizations) in the region in the last year of the period, \( N \) – number primary of indicators. The calculated general static indexes and the average growth rates provide comparative data of the regions studied, reflected visually by the means of cartography and resulted in the typology of regions by to their touristic development.

The third step of the study is the comparative assessment of innovation security of the chosen regions by the three major indicators: the share of innovative goods, works and services in the total volume of goods shipped, works performed, services; the ratio of the cost of technological innovation and R&D costs; the ratio of the volume of shipped innovative products and the cost of technological innovation. These indicators are extensively elaborated by the Baltic school of economic geographers (Problems of Economic Security, 2019). As all of them are relative measures, they do not need to be weighted on the number of population or organizations.

The official statistical data of the Russian Federal State Statistics Service is used (Rosstat, 2018). The comparison between tourism development and the rates of innovation security used for the final typology, as various types of the regions need different directions and measures of regional policy and have various background and recreational potential to induct innovation growth.

RESULTS DISCUSSIONS

After the analysis of the empirical materials, tourism clusters or their prototypes are identified in Krasnodar Krai, Saint-Petersburg (incl. the Leningrad region), Kaliningrad, Pskov, Smolensk, Bryansk, Murmansk regions and the Republic of Karelia (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Before 2014</th>
<th>2014-15</th>
<th>2016-17</th>
<th>2018-19</th>
<th>Potential and planned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krasnodar region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostov region</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voronezh region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgorod region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kursk region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryansk region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smolensk region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pskov region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaliningrad region</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leningrad region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint-Petersburg</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Karelia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murmansk region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkhangelsk region</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This analysis defined the following types of regions:

1. The regions of early clustering, where tourism clusters emerged along with other industries as the result of competitive advantages of the region and touristic sphere being one of regional specialization industries (e.g. Kaliningrad region).
2. The regions, where tourism sector in 2014-15 became the first economy sector to initiate clustering self-organization, and then this impetus transmitted to other industries, including innovative ones (e.g. Krasnodar, Bryansk and Murmansk regions).

3. The regions, where tourism clusters emerged along with other ones as the attempt to integrate local potential during 2016-19 or are planned for the nearest future (e.g. Smolensk and Pskov regions, St. Petersburg and Leningrad region, Republic of Karelia). In such cases, the impetus comes from other successful and experienced sectors of regional economy to tourist business.

4. The region, where tourism clusters are in the process of official institutionalization, but is more of a formal attempt to enforce the developing sector than the real clustering, despite there are some perspectives (e.g. Rostov region). The region is well developed in terms of clusters, but the tourism potential is modest and touristic infrastructure is still developing.

5. Regions without significant attempts for self-organization of tourism clusters (e.g. Voronezh, Belgorod, Kursk and Arkhangelsk regions). Some of them have tourist potential, but the enterprises are not interested in clustering, and the regional administration is focused on other competitive sectors.

It is notable that tourism (along with IT) is the sphere where sub-clustering is more likely than in other sectors of clustering. It happens due to the nature of tourism services that tend to divide into sub-clusters on the particular territories or focused on the particular kinds of tourism (event, medical-therapeutic, visiting historical and cultural heritage, marine-coastal, etc.). On the one hand, firms specialize at particular profile and territory within the region, so they join the sub-cluster.

On the other hand, the touristic flows come from one area to another, touristic operators make new routes that connect various objects spread in the territory of a region, and organizations of various profile work on the complex product for tourists. Such sub-clustering trend increases the organizational density of a region, leads to diversification and makes the business more flexible and adaptive to the market changes. That is why tourism became the first sector of clustering for some regions, where the other industries are not presented by the enough integrative organizational mass. In other regions it became the sphere which had no internal impetus for clustering, but in the changeable external situation it performed the same trend with other regional economy. In both cases, it demonstrates the enforcement of interaction with other regional industries, directly or indirectly interconnected with tourism services, and also for some regions tourism clustering became the way to develop interactions with other (neighbouring) regions (Table 2). As seen from calculating and mapping the general integrated index if tourism performance (Figure 1), the self-organizing trends after 2014 really caused the growth of the sector during the last 2-3 years, especially in Leningrad and Kaliningrad regions (more than 20% average growth per year). This brought them to the leading positions of Russian tourism regions. Murmansk region (18%), Krasnodar, Bryansk and Pskov regions (10-12%), Smolensk region (8%), St. Petersburg (6%) improved their infrastructure and attractiveness. The least developed northern regions also showed growth, especially high in 2016-2017 in Murmansk region (18%) and modest in Karelia Republic. It did not change their poor positions radically, but probably their tourism sector has the perspectives. It is also noticeable that during the 2017 the growth rates were lower in the most of regions (exceptions are Krasnodar region and Karelia Republic), and in S. Petersburg the growth rate is even negative. It probably means the enforcement of competition with other regions.

Similar patterns identified for the organizational development of the tourist sector in the regions studied (Figure 3). Data suggests that organizational density has increased, with the growth starting 2-3 years earlier than the general growth of tourism services.
Table 2. Tourism sub-clustering, interactions with other clusters and cross-regional perspectives in the Western border and coastal regions of Russia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Touristic sub-clustering</th>
<th>Names of (sub)clusters</th>
<th>Interaction with other clusters and regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krasnodar region</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cluster “Abrau-Utrish”, the cluster of marine tourism of the Big Sochi and the cluster of mountain tourism of the Big Sochi</td>
<td>Potential interaction with forming agro-business and industrial cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryansk region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Cluster “Crystal city”</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smolensk region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>“Tourist cluster Smolensk”</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pskov region</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>“Tourist cluster Pskovian”</td>
<td>Potentially cross-border with Novgorod and Leningrad regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaliningrad region</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>“Raushen”, “Kranz”, “Palmniken”, “Neukuhren”, “Pillau”, “European Baikal” (using the recreational resources of the lake Vishtynetskoye in Nesterovsky district of the region) and “Königsberg”</td>
<td>Potentially cross-border with EU; interconnected with the Amber cluster of Kaliningrad region, interconnected with previously existed furniture cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint-Petersburg and Leningrad</td>
<td></td>
<td>In the process of official institutionalizing, the present versions of the names are: “Tourist cluster of St.-Petersburg” and “Old Ladoga” (&quot;Bolshaya Ladoga&quot;)</td>
<td>Potentially cross-border with Novgorod and Pskov regions; interconnected with the group of clusters of city infrastructure and technologies (cluster of innovation development in energy and industry, cluster of water supply and sanitation, cluster of clean technologies for the urban environment of information technologies) of St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Karelia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>“Legends of Karelia” and “The Karelian White Sea”</td>
<td>Interconnected with the forming cluster of creative activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murmansk region</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>“Hibiny” (Apatity and Kirovsk), “Belomore” (Kandalaksha and Tersky districts), “Sub-cluster of Lovozersky district”, “Sub-cluster of the Pechenga district”, “Murmansk”, Proto-cluster “Teriberka” (in the formation stage); “Polyarnye Zori city”; “Monchegorsk city”; “Olenegorsk city”; “The Kovdor district” and “Kola district”</td>
<td>Interconnected with the forming cluster of creative activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


It means that it is the organizational multiplication and clustering effect to bring the further development of the sector and to increase the productive performance. It is especially seen by the examples of the Republic of Karelia and Smolensk region, but not...
the Leningrad region, where clustering trend is only beginning to develop at the present time. However, the comparison with the rates and dynamics of innovation security shows the further differentiations of the regions on the interconnection or disconnection between tourism, clustering and innovations (Figure 4).

The regions are further divided into five groups:

1. The leader region in both tourism performance and innovation security – Krasnodar region. Being initially the most attractive southern region, it has grown over the past 5 years with the help of federal state investments into the project of Summer Olympic Games 2018. The improved infrastructure uses the new technologies, and the multiplication effect takes place. From the tourism industry the clustering trend comes to other economy sectors, which had no impetus previously (in comparison with the neighbouring Rostov region with the similar agro-industrial profile, where effective clustering began about 2 decades ago). Therefore, it caused the superior innovation growth of the entire southwestern territories.

2. Regions with comparatively high touristic performance at the background of medium or even poor innovation security: Kaliningrad region, St. Petersburg, Pskov region. This is caused by the real challenges to their innovation security after the geo-economic shift of 2014, combined with the relative independence of tourist sector from innovation growth (the local recreational resources have the ‘critical mass’ for internal growth). It is interesting to compare such fact with the active clustering of innovative production industries in this group of regions (including IT clusters in Kaliningrad region, the wide range of hi-tech clusters in St. Petersburg and one forming in Pskov region).

Figure 2. Tourism service volume index and growth rates (Source: based on Rosstat, 2018)
3. Region with high level of innovation security at the background of poor tourism development – Bryansk region, where the innovation growth is forming in the industries of machinery; and the tourism is to become the new additional sector of development, according to the current regional policy that stimulates tourism clustering.

4. Regions with medium but equivalent rates in both innovations and tourism: Leningrad and Smolensk regions.

5. Northern regions with modest performance in both innovations and tourism: the Republic of Karelia and Murmansk region.

Despite the differentiation, all the categories of regions perform growth in both directions that has significantly increased in rates since 2014 and especially since 2016.

Figure 3. Tourist organizational density index and growth rates (Source: based on Rosstat, 2018)

CONCLUSION

The research results have proven that the initial shift of external conditions in 2014 has influenced the development of both innovation and tourism spheres in the Western border and coastal regions of Russia, causing the waves of clustering self-organization. However, the real interconnection between innovation security and tourism clustering is identified only in the Krasnodar region, which leads in innovation security and becomes increasingly attractive and prestigious for tourists. Nevertheless, this successful example of both private and state investments in innovations can be embodied in other regions.

The complex innovation strategy in tourism is needed in the modern Russia. The identified growth proves that cluster integrative mechanisms multiply the investments. The regions with superior tourism development need both financial and coordination support in widespread dissemination of innovations. The industrially and innovatively developed areas need the organizational initiatives and coordination between the innovators and local
touristic centres, including a stronger integration with academic and higher education institutions. The transfer of best practice on to regions with medium and poor developed tourism should be based on the place-adaptive policy principle, thus, taking into account the specifics of local cross-industry interdependencies. The study has shown that the general growth of tourism during the past decade has changed significantly.

![Figure 4](image.png)

**Figure 4.** General integrated rate of innovation security of the Western border and coastal regions (Source: based on Rosstat, 2018)

The geopolitical shift of 2014 caused the need to find and activate all the possible resources for the further development and compensation of the lost possibilities and the negative economic trends. The tourism specialization is re-enforced not only in Krasnodar and Kaliningrad regions traditionally featuring tourism as part of major specialization, but also in northern regions with the strategy to generate new growth nodes. The growth of organizational density in 2014-15 and the following growth of performance caused change in the vectors of touristic flows shifting from the traditional centres to the developing periphery. Therefore, the growing cross-regional competition is the new challenge for the tourism industry, boosting cluster initiatives even in St.
Petersburg and the adjacent Leningrad region. We believe that the growing competition at the cross-regional market will push both clustering trend and the growth in using and developing innovations across industries. However, the multiplication and the final positive result will be much more in the case of the special attention and support from both regional administration and the federal centre. As the self-organization takes place, the indirect regulation is needed to create the conditions for the market rentable projects at the intersection of traditional tourism attractions and innovations.
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